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Abstract

We revised the sophomore-level modern physics laboratory course to eliminate tradi-
tional laboratory reports in favor of work done in students’ laboratory notebooks. The
primary motive for this shift was the department-wide recognition that maintaining a
‘good’ laboratory notebook is a vital skill for students’ success in their required research
experiences and in their advanced laboratories. In light of these goals, we recognized
the need to require students to perform explicit modeling steps mathematical and
computational while conducting the experiment, as opposed to a reflection after the
lab is complete. To accomplish this, we recast our existing labs into guided inquiry labs
that explicitly instructed students on how to maintain a detailed laboratory notebook
and to use these notebooks to perform, in situ, the mathematical and computational
modeling steps that are consonant with effective experimental practice. In this poster,
we present a summary of our approach to transforming our existing labs and a frank
discussion of our successes and future goals.

Learning Goals

In lab, students should

[1] document their experimental method in a lab notebook

[2] use modeling to inform their data taking and data taking should inform their mod-
eling while actively taking data

[3] document their data analysis method

If it’s important, students need to document
it in their lab notebook

Figure 1: We realized that teaching students to effectively document their experiment in a lab
notebook subsumed all of our learning goals. In addition to the basics (documenting the experimen-
tal setup and raw data taking), we recognized that all the connections above must be documented
in the lab notebook in order to preserve the knowledge base about the experimental method. This
type of use of lab notebooks are essential when students enter the research laboratory.

Require students to document ‘Know-how’
holistically while working through predict →
measure → compare cycles, and quantifying
uncertainties and discrepancies

We want students to:

[1]Document experimental set up

[2]Write, in detail, their methods
and experimental approach

[3]Record data tables and plots
created while taking data

[4]Explicitly state their model and
define any relevant variables

[5]Use their model for predictions
while taking data

[6]Describe uncertainty estimates

[7]Use uncertainties to analyze
data and draw conclusions

Figure 2: Rubrics, lab handouts, notes on modeling, etc. for these labs
may be found at http://home.sandiego.edu/~severn/p272/

Transforming the Labs

Figure 3: We realized students’ work in research labs didn’t match their work in teaching labs.
Using lab notebooks requires students to perform lab processes in lab that might otherwise be done
at home after the fact. *We found that the feedback of the predict → measure → compare cycle is
naturally introduced in lab notebooks, that might never occur without the in lab model feedback.

E-CLASS Results and Reflections

Figure 4: Results from E-CLASS given before changes (black, N = 9) and in first (red, N = 5)
and second semesters (blue, N = 8) after the change. Shown are students’ “expert-like”-responses
for the total instrument, and questions: (12) I don’t need to understand how the measurement tools
and sensors work in order to carry out an experiment. (23) When I am doing an experiment. I
try to make predictions to see if my results are reasonable. (27) When doing an experiment, I just
follow the instructions without thinking about their purpose. (29) If I don’t have clear directions
for analyzing data, I am not sure how to choose an appropriate analysis method.

•Performing modeling tasks in lab notebooks requires work to be done in lab. This is
great, but means more time is needed in lab, or fewer total labs (but it’s worth it).

•DON’T rewrite your labs during the semester if you value sleep, the conversion takes
a lot of time...
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